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Beijing High People’s Court Announced Revision of
Guidelines for Determining Patent Infringement
On 20 April 2017, Beijing High People’s Court announced the Revision of the Guidelines for Determining Patent
Infringement (“Revision”).
The Revision further elaborates the Judicial Interpretation on Several Issues concerning the Application of Law in the
Trial of Patent Infringement Dispute Cases (II) issued by the Supreme People's Court (“Interpretation”) effective from
1st April 2016, and provide comprehensive and practical guidance in deciding patent infringement cases. Notable
changes include new provisions related to standard essential patents, and graphical user interface related design
patents as highlighted below.
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152 of the Revision provides that the court may not support

With respect to determining the infringement of a static GUI

the patentee’s request for injunction if the accused

design, if the GUI design of the accused product is the same

infringer timely submits a guarantee not less than the
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With respect to dynamic GUI design, the relationships of the

notification of infringement from the patentee; 2) failure to
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accept the licensing conditions and terms offered by the

well. In cases where the overall visual effect of the accused
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and terms but failure to counter-propose new conditions

question, and the accused product uses some dynamic
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licensing negotiation without adequate reasons.
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The above guidelines may give some directions in ruling of
SEP related infringement cases. However, it might still be a
challenge to the court to decide on whether the licensing
terms

and

conditions
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assessment and give little guidance as to the negotiating

The above guidelines have clarified that the role of the
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although it is common that a single GUI can be applied to
various types of devices. In practice, one cost-effective

Graphical user interface designs

approach to obtain a protection scope as wide as possible

Article 77 of the Revision clarifies that when determining

is to incorporate the different devices with identical GUI

the infringement of a graphical user interface (GUI)

designs into one multiple design application. Another point

related design patent, the court has to compare whether

to note is that in drafting the GUI design patent, the

the product categories of the accused product and the

applicant needs to describe as detailed as possible to have

design patent in question is the same or similar.

The

a comprehensive demonstration of the transition procedure

product category of a graphical user interface (GUI)

and specify which dynamic views are design focus of the

related design patent shall be the product in which the

GUI design as such information would be an important

GUI design is to be used.

factor in determining infringement.
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